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ABSTRACT
Sentiment analysis aims to identify and categorize customer’s opinion and judgments using either traditional supervised learning techniques or unsupervised approaches. Traditionally, Sentiment Analysis is performed using machine learning techniques such as a naive
Bayes classification or support vector machines (SVM), or could
make use of a sentiment lexicon, that is, a list of words that are
mapped to a sentiment score. Our work focuses on generating a
domain-specific lexicon using probabilities and information theoretic techniques. By employing text mining, we overcome the poor
performance of transferred supervised machine learning techniques
and remove the need to adapt an existing lexicon while maintaining
accuracy. We show that text mining techniques performs as well
as traditional approaches and we demonstrate that domain specific
lexicons perform better than general lexicons in a sentiment analysis
task. We further review and compare the generated lexicons.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, it has become commonplace to leave feedback or a
review upon an item that one has purchased online. Similarly, it is
quite common to leave feedback about a restaurant or a hotel that
one has visited and this feedback may reflect our satisfaction or dissatisfaction. These reviews are critical for both the community and
the entity being reviewed since it helps the former to make decisions
and it helps the latter to improve its service. User opinions have
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also been found to be useful in business intelligence, government
intelligence, health care, tourism, and online services [35]. Because
they are used to effect changes and decisions, it is very important to
accurately summarize and evaluate people’s opinions.
The rapid growth of online services and the increasing number of
online reviews allow researchers to study how individuals express
opinions and to mine the collections of opinions to identify trend and
consensus. Sentiment analysis aims to extract user content regarding
product features from their reviews and to identify their sentiment
orientation, that is, if the reviews are positive or negative. Yet, it
is not always an easy task to tell whether a statement is a fact or
an opinion [21, 22]. Sentiment analysis approaches can be divided
into two categories: corpus-based approaches and lexicon-based approaches. Corpus-based approaches consists of building classifiers
from labelled instances and is often described as a machine-learning
approach also known as supervised classification. The lexicon-based
approach can be viewed as an unsupervised learning approach that
uses a dictionary, or lexicon, that is a list of word associated with a
sentiment orientation (positive/negative) and a sentiment strength.
Sentiment lexicons play a key role in the sentiment analysis task.
If the lexicon incorrectly assigns sentiment strength or orientation
to words, the accuracy of the resulting sentiment analysis will be
negatively impacted.
There are several approaches to word polarity annotations. Discrete polarity annotation labels words with a discrete value among
positive, negative, or neutral. Such a polarity annotation is used in
the MPQA Subjectivity lexicon [44]. Continuous polarity annotation assigns words a decimal value within a range (typically +2.0 to
-1.0) that reflects the strength and the orientation of a word. Another
polarity annotation is through emotional sentiment, in this case each
word is assigned a discrete value among a list of predefined emotion
such as {joy, anger, sadness, disgust, surprise, fear etc. . . }. The
Word-Emotion Association Lexicon from Saif Mohammad [31, 32]
is an example of this polarity annotation. One common polarity
annotation is called fractional polarity annotation that is defined as
a 3-tuple of positive numbers that sums up to 1, where each value
corresponds to the positivity, negativity and neutrality respectively
of the word. The popular SentiWordNet lexicon uses this type of
polarity lexicon [2, 9] as is [12].
One of the advantages of using a lexicon approach is that the
lexicon can be built from a large corpus and then used in other applications where there may not be enough information to do corpusbased approaches. Additionally, lexicons are widely used for crosslanguage sentiment classification of documents [4, 42] wherein the
goal is to perform sentiment classification of document in multiple
languages [27]. Another useful application of lexicons is for crossdomain sentiment classification. This latter application has received
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less attention but still draws interest. Sentiment analysis is sensitive
to the domain in which it is applied, that is because words could
carry a different sentiment or meaning in different domains. Since
a word’s strength and sentiment is dependent upon the context in
which it is used, it is unlikely that a word will have a single score
across multiple domains. Most of the current approaches study the
adaptation or sentiment transfer learning of a trained classifier (supervised techniques) or lexicon (unsupervised techniques) from one
domain to another which involves having a general lexicon to start
with, but very few works actually focus on techniques that build specific domain lexicons without requiring a-priori knowledge. Whilst
Supervised sentiment classifier performs very well for the domain in
which they were trained for, they usually perform very poorly when
adapted or transfered to another domain [40].
Our work focuses on domain-specific lexicons. Specifically, we
show how to build a domain-specific sentiment lexicon without apriori knowledge, that is, without having to build a general lexicon.
This removes the need to perform lexicon-adaptation and overcomes
some performances issues that can arise when using a transferred
supervised classifier. In our approach, domain-specific sentiment
scores are calculated using probabilities and text mining techniques
as introduced by [24]. In [27], the author suggests that finding
domain-specific sentiment words is useful but insufficient in practice. Our intuition is contrary to that belief and we demonstrate that
domain-specific lexicons are more accurate than generic lexicons
when used for sentiment analysis. We compare the performance of
two generic lexicons with several domain-specific lexicons that we
build automatically and show that domain-specific lexicons perform
better in the sentiment analysis task. In addition, we analyze and
compare the structure and content of our various domain-specific
lexicons.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: In Section 2, we
present various existing works on sentiment analysis and domainspecific lexicon generation. Section 3 describes how we generate
domain-specific lexicons. In Section 4 we present our experimental
evaluation and we discuss the results obtained. Finally, Section 5
summarizes our findings and highlights future work and improvements.

2

RELATED WORK

Sentiment analysis has become a field of great interest in recent years
for computer scientists. We typically break sentiment analysis in two
distinct tasks: opinion summarizing and opinion mining. The former
aims to identify and extract product features from product reviews to
summarize them [15] whereas the latter consists of analysing product
reviews so as to determine the sentiment i.e., is the review reflecting
a positive or negative sentiment [23, 26]. Sentiment analysis can be
achieved using either supervised learning techniques or unsupervised
learning techniques. Supervised learning techniques typically employ a naive Bayes classifier or use a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
that is trained on a particular dataset. [10, 25, 28, 33, 34, 36, 46].
This approach generally performs well on the domain for which it is
trained. Unsupervised learning technique are typically achieved by
the means of a lexicon, that is, a list of words associated with a sentiment orientation and sentiment strength. The sentiment orientation
of a review is calculated from the sentiment strength of each word
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found in that review [1, 8, 16, 20, 39, 41]
Sentiment Analysis can be performed at different levels, i.e., at
the document level, sentence level, and aspect/feature level. Most
of the cited work so far is done on the document level. Sentiment
Analysis applied on the sentence level aims at evaluating the sentiment of a single sentence rather than the entire document. Yu and
Hatzivassiloglou [45] used three unsupervised statistical techniques
to identify the polarity of a sentence while Davidov et al [7] used
supervised learning on text, hashtags and smileys to study the classification of tweets. Sentiment Analysis performed on the feature
level aims to evaluate the sentiment of a particular feature from a
review rather than evaluating the sentiment of the review. To that
extent, Ding et al. employed a sentiment lexicon in their approach [8]
whereas Wei and Gulla [43] modelled the problem as a hierarchical
classification problem and utilized a Sentiment Ontology Tree.
Lexicon-based approaches are suitable at every level of Sentiment Analysis, it is therefore important to accurately capture the
sentiment of each word in the lexicon. Sentiment lexicons can be
generated (1) manually; (2) using a dictionary; or (3) using a corpus
of documents. The second approach to generating sentiment lexicons
uses a few seed words for which the sentiment orientation is already
known. The list is then expanded by searching for the synonyms
and antonyms of the seed words into a dictionary [18, 31, 37]. The
corpus-based techniques have a similar approach but they use a domain corpus rather than a dictionary. Another corpus-based approach
consists of adapting a general sentiment lexicon to a domain-specific
one by using a domain corpus as well [5, 13, 19].
Sentiment classification is dependent upon the context in which it
is used. It has been shown that a sentiment classifier used in one particular domain will perform poorly in another domain. Cross-domain
sentiment analysis aims to study this problem. Cross-domain sentiment analysis is traditionally performed via domain-adaptation or
transfer learning, i.e., adapting an existing classifier trained on a
source domain to a target domain. Although adapting a supervised
sentiment classifier often results in poor performances, [40] tackled
this domain-transfer problem using an Adapted Naive Bayes classifier, a weighted transfer version of Naive Bayes Classifier. [11] used
Probabilistic Latent Analysis in order to identify a common semantic
space, i.e., common topics between the source domain and the target domain. [14] focused on automatically finding polarity-bearing
topics from text. Their approach uses a joint sentiment-topic model
along with a list of domain-independent sentiment word. Similarly,
[6] focused on generating context-driven features (or clues). They
proposed a boostrapping method that uses a small set of seed clues
from different domain to generate new clues for a target domain. [3]
use a different approach than the previously cited works. The authors
are able to automatically generate a sentiment sensitive thesaurus
from multiple source domains to a target a domain with no labeled
data.
The works from [17] and [5] are the closest to ours. In the former, the authors are generating domain-specific sentiment lexicon
through lexicon-adaptation. They use a bootstrapping method to
generate a domain-specific sentiment lexicon from a generic lexicon.
In the latter paper, the authors use integer linear programming to
adapt an existing lexicon into a new one. They consider the relations
among words to derive the most accurate polarity of each lexical
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item.
Our approach differs from the aforementioned works by several
ways. (1) Our method does not use lexicon-adaptation to generate a
domain-specific lexicon. Rather, we use text mining to generate a
lexicon without any a-priori knowledge on the domain for which the
lexicon is built. (2) We use probabilities and information theoretic
techniques to calculate the sentiment strength of each word.

3

ESTIMATING WORDS SCORE

We estimate the sentiment score for a word w by combining a
probabilistic score Scorepr ob (w ) and an information theoretic score
Scoreit (w ).

3.1

Probabilistic Score

The probabilistic score Scorepr ob (w ) of a word w is computed using
posterior probabilities and is defined as the difference of the probability of w of being positive, p(pos |w ), and its probability of being
negative, p(neд|w ), as follows:
Scorepr ob (w ) = p(pos |w ) − p(neд|w )
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P
it appears in each positive review r in corpus R); r ∈Rneд nwr is the
P P
number of times w appears in the negative class; w ′ r ∈Rpos nw ′r
is the number of occurrences of every word in the positive class; and
P P
w ′ r ∈D neд nw ′ r the number of occurrences of every word in the
negative class. kdic is the size of the dictionary. γ is a weight factor
as described by [24].
This yields scores in the range from -1 to 1, with -1 indicating that
the word is entirely negative, +1 that a word is entirely positive, and
0 indicating a neutral word.

3.2

Information Theoretic Score

The information theoretic score, scoreit (w ), is based on the wellknown information-theory based measure called TF-IDF (Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) [38], that evaluates how
important a word is in a document. Like in E1, the score is the difference between w’s positive score and w’s negative score times its
inverse document frequency, and is defined as follows:


Scoreit (w ) = pos (w ) − neд(w ) × IDF (w )

(E1)

where :

where:
p(pos |w ) =

p(neд|w ) =

p(pos) × p(w |pos)
p(w )

(E2)

N
IDF (w ) = log
d fw
and:


pos (w )
neд(w )


p(neд) × p(w |neд)
p(w )

and:

= γ brt f (w 5∗ ) + brt fc (w 4∗ )
= γ brt f (w 1∗ ) + brt fc (w 2∗ )

brt f (wc ) =
X

nwr

r ∈Rpos

X X
p(w |pos) =

nw ′ r

kdic + 1
nwr

r ∈R neд

X X
p(w |neд) =
X

+1

w ′ r ∈Rpos

X

nw ′ r

+1

w ′ r ∈R neд

kdic + 1

nwr = γ nw 5∗ + nw 4∗

r ∈Rpos

X

rt fwr
×N
Nneд

nwr = γ nw 1∗ + nw 2∗

r ∈R neд

p(pos) is the prior probability of the positive class, i.e., the proportion
of words that belongs to the positive class; p(neд) is the proportion
of words that belongs to the negative class; and p(w ) is the total
number of occurrences of w; p(w |pos) is the probability to observe
a word w given the positive class; and p(w |neд) is the probability to
P
observe w given the negative class. r ∈Rpos nwr is the number of
times word w appears in the positive class (i.e., the number of times

rt fwr
×N
Npos
brt f stands for balanced relative term frequency and rt fwr is the
relative term frequency of word w as introduced by [24]; Nneд is the
total number of negative review; Npos is the total number of positive
reviews; N is the total number of reviews. For example, brt f (w 1∗ )
(c = 1∗ ) is the balanced relative term frequency of w in the 1-star
reviews. γ is the same weight factor as in E1.
brt f (wc ) =

3.3

Hybrid Approach

Because the probabilistic score is related to the global frequency
of each word, the resulting score reflects the word’s sentiment at
the corpus level. On the other hand, since the information theoretic
score incorporates the relative term frequency of the word within
documents and the distribution of the word across documents, it
reflects the word’s sentiment at the document level. We can benefit
from both methods by averaging Scorepr ob (w ) and Scoreit (w ) as
follow:
Scorepr ob (w ) + Scoreit (w )
Score (w ) =
2
In previous work [24], this hybrid measure was shown to be more
accurate than either the probabilistic or the information theoretic
approaches on their own. We compared several methods to merge
both scores and report the results with averaging since that worked
best. Additionally, we compared the performances using raw score,
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Table 2: Dimension of each lexicon

normalized score using feature scaling, and standard score (i.e., Zscore). Since raw scores performed best, we will report results using
the raw score calculated as above.

3.4

Building a Domain-Specific Lexicon

In order to build a domain-specific lexicon, we begin with a collection of reviews for a specific domain. These are preprocessed to
remove stop words and punctuation marks. Based on their number
of occurrence, the resulting words are filtered to remove misspelled
words. Then, each word is assigned a score based on the hybrid
formula using γ equal to four.
We build our domain-specific lexicons by using Amazon product
reviews [29, 30] for 15 different categories submitted from January
2013 through July 2014. Reviews are rated from 1 star to 5 stars.
For our experiments, we consider reviews rated 1-star and 2-star to
be negative whereas 4-star and 5-star reviews are considered positive. 3-star reviews are considered neutral and are therefore ignored
throughout the experiments.
Table 1 shows the proportion of positive reviews and negative
reviews for each of the 15 domains used.

Table 1: Proportion of positive and negative reviews in each domain

Domain

#Positive

#Negative

Automotive
Baby
Beauty
Books
CDs and Vinyl
Cellphones
Clothing and Shoes
Electronics
Health and care
Home and kitchen
Movies and TV
Office products
Sport and outdoor
Toys and games
Video games

1,083,639
699,255
1,556,461
18,489,343
3,191,727
2,341,166
4,424,033
5,833,322
2,276,578
3,248,403
3,618,913
913,616
2,573,342
1,750,036
970,030

186,272
133,260
296,818
2,095,422
292,452
754,761
750,290
1,358,087
464,115
660,429
572,765
230,434
417,153
308,794
230,353

Table 2 shows the dimension, i.e., the number of words they
contain, as well as the proportion of positive and negative words, for
each lexicon.

4

EXPERIMENT

We conducted a controlled experiment to compare domain-specific
lexicons to two generic lexicons, measuring the accuracy when each
was used to identify the sentiment on unlabeled reviews.

4.1

Experimental Setup

Each of the 15 datasets are randomly split into two subsets, using
80% for building the domain-specific lexicons (training) and 20%

Domain

#words

%pos

%neg

Automotive
Baby
Beauty
Books
CDs and Vinyl
Cellphones
Clothing and Shoes
Electronics
Health and care
Home and kitchen
Movies and TV
Office products
Sport and outdoor
Toys and games
Video games

29,368
23,733
34,449
283,791
128,440
37,271
51,547
80,092
48,979
51,026
119,726
29,445
51,495
43,869
48,202

62%
59%
61%
69%
74%
58%
66%
62%
63%
62%
70%
32%
62%
65%
64%

38%
41%
39%
31%
26%
42%
34%
38%
37%
38%
30%
38%
38%
35%
36%

for testing the accuracy of the sentiment analysis using the domainspecific lexicons. We compare our results against two baseline
generic lexicons and report our findings in Section 4.2. Our first
baseline is built from the free lexical resource SentiWordNet [2].
SentiWordNet uses the fractional polarity annotation while our sentiment lexicons use continuous polarity annotation. To account for
that, we use Petter Tonberg’s sentiment value approximation1 to turn
SentiWordNet’s fractional scores into continuous scores, ignoring
part-of-speech. Our second baseline is the generic lexicon from [24]
that was built using 8,903,505 Amazon product reviews combined
from the 15 domains mentioned in Table 1.
We evaluate our domain-specific lexicons using sentiment analysis on each test dataset, and we compare them against both baselines.
Our sentiment analysis method computes the score of a review by
summing up each word score in the review from its domain-specific
lexicon and by normalizing for length. If the resulting score is positive, then the review is deemed to be positive whereas if the resulting
score is negative, the review is deemed to be negative.

4.2

Experimental Results

We evaluate our domain-specific lexicons versus the two baselines
and report our results in Table 3. Table 3 shows the recall, precision,
F1-Score, and accuracy averaged across all 15 domains. As shown
Table 3: Evaluation across all domain (average)

sentiwordnet
generic lex.
domain spec.

Recall

Prec.

F1-Score

Acc.

0.85
0.88
0.93

0.90
0.95
0.94

0.87
0.91
0.94

80.01%
86.84%
90.09%

in the table, domain-specific lexicons are more accurate than both
generic lexicons. Our domain-specific lexicons achieve an accuracy
of 90.09% on average, which is an improvement of 3.25% over the
1 http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/code/SentiWordNetDemoCode.java
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Figure 1: Accuracy and F1-Score of our approach on all domains.
generic lexicon that achieves 86.84%, and it is an improvement of
9.86% over the SentiWordNet lexicon that achieves 80.23% accuracy. This validates our intuition that some words are associated
with different sentiments and sentiment strengths depending on the
domain in which they are used.
We additionally report the averaged recall, precision, and F1Score and note that our domain-specific lexicons outperform the
generic lexicons. Figure 1 depicts the F1-Score and accuracy with
the generic lexicons and each domain-specific lexicon used on its
respective domain. As shown in Figure 1, our domain-specific lexicons outperform both generic lexicons in all 15 domains. Our best
domain-specific lexicon reaches 92.95% accuracy in the domain Cds
and vinyls against a highest accuracy of 84.45% (in the domain Toys
and games) for the SentiWordNet lexicon. Conversely, our lowest
domain-specific accuracy is achieved in the field of Office products
with an accuracy of 84.79% versus a lowest accuracy of 76.21%
achieved by the SentiWordNet lexicon in Health and care.
These results suggest that estimating sentiment through textmining techniques performs as good as traditional approaches and
that domain-specific lexicons are more accurate than generic lexicons.

4.3

Discussion

We examine the content of each domain-specific lexicon to support
our assumption that the sentiment of some words depends upon the
context or the domain. While some words are “stable”, i.e. their
score barely fluctuates across domains, other words are perceived

very differently from one domain to another. By computing the standard deviation σ of each word across all 15 domains, we are able
to identify these words. Table 4 highlights a few stable words and a
few variable words along with their minimum and maximum scores
across all 15 domains.
As shown in the table, some words such as misguidance, misconduct, and invalids have a very low standard deviation and are
consistently fully positive or fully negative, suggesting that they have
the same meaning or perception regardless of the context in which
they are used. Conversely, the sentiment of some words change
considerably from one domain to another. For instance, broke is
perceived as a very negative word in the Cellphones domain while it
is positive in Books. This could be explained by the fact that broke
has several meaning such as (1) the product is not working properly
or (2) someone is in the state of having very little money. To give
a better feeling to the reader, we illustrate this with a negative review from the Cellphones domain which contains the word broke
followed by a positive review from the Books domain which also
contains broke:
One-star review from the Cellphones domain:
This item broke right away plus it never click-in
so it always comes off. See other reviews and pictures from other users and that’s exactly what it
will happen it other customers buy this product.
Five-star review from the Books domain:
After reading this book, I was hungry for more
Umrigar; she’s an amazing storyteller! This
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Table 4: Sample of stable words and variable words
Min score

Max score

invalids
misguidance
misconduct
trafficker

-0.001
-0.053
-0.018
0.017

-0.000
-0.052
-0.015
0.017

work
violations
broke
flammable

-0.499
-0.455
-0.552
-0.36

0.100
0.007
0.018
0.02

Min Lex

Stable words
Movies
Books
Books
Movies
Variable words
Video games
Health and care
Cellphones
Beauty

novel was a compelling read. I’ve recommended
it to friends and family who now concur that it’s
a great book. I loved the relationship between
Bhima and Sera, and my heart broke for Bhima
as she tried tirelessly to help her pregnant granddaughter Maya. An overall great read!
Also, we should notice that the generic score of the variable words
often falls in between the minimum and maximum domain-specific
score, which reinforces our assumption that generic lexicons cannot
capture the variation in sentiment for some words.
We also notice that few words are domain-specific, meaning that
they can only be found in a certain domain. We report such words
in Table 5. For example The word nauseousness was only used in
Table 5: Examples of domain-specific words

punitively
chromate
destroyable
nauseousness
unpartitioned

Score

Domain

-0.0178
-0.018
0.0223
0.013
-0.07

Books
Automotive
Video games
Health and care
Electronics

the Health and care domain, which is unsurprising since it is likely
to only occur when discussing illness or medications. Likewise, the
word unpartitioned is only used when talking about hard disk drives
and is therefore specific to the Electronics domain.
We further evaluate the performances of each domain-specific
lexicon against each domain and report the accuracy, average accuracy i.e., the average accuracy of this lexicon across all domain, the
rank (rank of the lexicon relative to its domain; e.g., if the rank is 2
it means that the lexicon is the second most accurate lexicon in its
home domain), and average rank of each domain-specific lexicon in
Table 5. From Table 6 we can see that most of the domain-specific
lexicons perform best in their own domain (rank = 1) except the Toys
and game lexicon that ranked 12 in its own domain, meaning that
most of the other lexicon are more accurate. The average rank of a
lexicon is an indicator of how specific its vocabulary is. The higher
the average rank, the less specific the vocabulary.
Indeed, we can notice that the clothing lexicon has an average
rank of 2 and an average accuracy of 89.30%, that indicates that

Max Lex

Generic score

Books
Movies
Cd and vinyls
Books

0.039
-0.066
-0.045
0.044

Cd and vinyls
Sport and outdoor
Books
Video games

-0.195
-0.028
-0.376
-0.194

Table 6: Evaluation domain against domain
Lexicon

Rank

Avg
rank

Acc
%

Automotive
Baby
Beauty
Books
CD and vinyl
Cellphones
Clothing
Electronics
Health and care
Home
Movies
Office products
Sports and outdoors
Toys and games
Video games
sentiwordnet
generic lexicon

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
8
1
12
2
NA
NA

8
4
10
8
8
10
2
8
3
4
8
6
4
16
10
14
8

89.75
90.71
91.01
92.67
92.95
88.63
92.18
88.07
89.46
91.30
91.61
84.79
91.07
89.4
87.83
NA
NA

Avg
Acc %

87.11
88.10
86.36
87.44
87.54
85.65
89.30
86.31
88.15
88.40
87.27
78.8
88.65
80.89
84.98
80.01
86.84

this lexicon is suitable to use in almost any domain. Conversely, the
video games lexicon has an average rank of 10 but a relative rank
of 2, that indicates that it performs very well in its own domain but
poorly in other domains.
This could be explained by the fact that people tend to use fringe
words in the clothing domain (i.e. words such as good, bad, beautiful) whereas we tend to use specific words in the video games
domain.
In table 6, the lexicon Toys-and-games has an accuracy in its
home domain of 89.4% and an average accuracy of 80.89% across
domain. The lexicon that performed best in the Toys-and-games
domain is the Clothing lexicon with an accuracy of 91.59%, the
second best is Baby with an accuracy of 91.49%. We believe this is
due to the lexicon itself. The content of the Toys-and-games lexicon
is much different from that of the other ones. Indeed, the average
word weight in this lexicon is of 0.001647 while it is 0.05183 on
average for the remaining 14 categories. The average positive score
is 0.00144 in this lexicon versus 0.045 on average in the other 14
categories. Likewise, the average negative weight is −0.0020 versus
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−0.06 on average in the remaining 14 categories. The clustering of
the word weights near 0.0 might negatively impact the classification using this lexicon, and therefore lower the accuracy. The lower
variance of the word scores might be explained by the nature of the
reviews in this particular domain.
Finally, both baselines have a high average rank across domains
(14 for SentiWordNet and 8 for the generic lexicon versus 2 on
average for the domain-specific lexicons within their appropriate
domain) which support our hypothesis that generic lexicon are less
suitable and accurate than domain-specific lexicons. The sentiwordnet lexicon performs poorly across specific domains with an average
accuracy of 80.50% versus 86.84% for the text mining based generic
lexicon and 86.93% for our domain-specific lexicons. This supports
our hypothesis that domain-specific lexicons can outperform generic
lexicons.
We explored the coverage of our domain-specific lexicons and
compared it to our baselines. The coverage is the proportion of
vocabulary covered by the lexicon. It is a good indicator of the specificity of the vocabulary within a domain. If a lexicon has a higher
coverage but a lower accuracy than another lexicon, it could mean
that it is missing some important (or strong) words from that domain.
Table 7 sums up the coverage of each domain-lexicon as well as the
baselines.

showed earlier, the generic lexicon is not as accurate as the domainspecific lexicon, indicating that although the coverage is equivalent,
the sentiment scores calculated ignoring domain boundaries are less
accurate.

Table 7: Coverage of each lexicons
Lexicon

Automotive
Baby
Beauty
Books
CD and vinyl
Cellphones
Clothing
Electronics
Health and care
Home
Movies
Office products
Sports and outdoors
Toys and games
Video games
sentiwordnet
generic lexicon

Domain
Avg
Coverage coverage

96.57%
96.31%
96.49%
96.74%
95.51%
96.27%
96.82%
96.64%
96.6%
97.03%
96.37%
96.61%
96.74%
96.57%
96.03%
NA
NA

93.52%
92.93%
93.89%
96.42%
95.59%
94.07%
95.09%
95.55%
95%
95.12%
95.83%
93.94%
95.23%
95.05%
94.75%
82.18%
96.54%

Avg
coverage
rank

13
14
12
2
8
11
7
5
8
7
5
12
6
8
9
17
1

As Table 7 shows, our domain-specific lexicon achieves a high
coverage across all domains. The sentiwordnet lexicon has the lowest average coverage (82.18%) and has an average coverage-rank of
17, meaning that this generic lexicon is not only missing many vocabulary words but the words that it covers are not highly indicative
of sentiment. Conversely, the generic lexicon covers as many words
as each domain-specific lexicon (average coverage-rank of 1 and
average coverage of 96.54%). This is due to the fact that this lexicon
was built from the same set of product reviews. However, as we
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduce a method for generating a domain-specific
lexicon based on a combination of probabilistic and information theoretic weights. Our work differs from the traditional approaches by
creating the domain-specific lexicons without a-priori knowledge,
that is, without having to perform lexicon-adaptation from a generic
lexicon. It also overcomes some performances issues that can arise
when using a transferred supervised classifier.
We assess the effectiveness of several domain-specific lexicons
against two baseline generic lexicons by calculating their accuracy
and F1-Score. Our domain-specific lexicons outperform both generic
lexicons with an average accuracy of 90.09% in their appropriate
domain versus 80.23% for the generic SentiWordNet lexicon and
86.84% for the generic information theoretic-based lexicon. Likewise, our domain-specific lexicons average an F1-Score of 0.94
against 0.87 and 0.91 for both generic lexicons.
We show that text mining techniques perform as well as traditional approaches for generating sentiment scores. Our experiment
results indicate that domain-specific lexicons are more accurate than
generic lexicons in the sentiment analysis task. Furthermore, our results show that domain-specific sentiment scores are more indicative
of sentiment than generic sentiment scores.
Future work includes the investigation of sentiment rating prediction rather than sentiment analysis, i.e., predicting the rating of
a review instead of identifying whether it is positive or negative.
In addition, we will experiment the use of deep learning and word
embedding for the sentiment lexicon creation.
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